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Newton polyhedra theory connects algebraic geometry to the ge-

ometry of convex polyhdra with integral vertices in the framework

of toric geometry.

A Laurent polSlnom'ral P is a linear combination of monomials

(possibly of negative powers). The support s(P) of P is the set of

the powers of monomials appearlng in P with nonzero coefficients.

The I{euton polyhedron A(P) of P is the convex hull of s(P)' Fix

k finite subsets Ar.,...,A4 in the lattice Z and consider a generic

k-tuple of Laurent polynomials Pr, . . , Pri with the supports s(&) :
Ar,. . . ,s(P1.) - Ap. Let X be the algebraic variety dehned by the

system

Pt : - Pr" :0 (1)

in (C-)". Let 41....,Ar be Newton polyhedra of P1, ,P1"'

Definition 1. For fixed k-tupleof convexbodies At, , At

in R" for any nonempty subset J c {t,. ., k} we define the det'ect

d(J) of J to be the number d'(J) : dim(Av) - lJl, where A7 :

Dnr, Lo and lJl is the number of elements in ..i

Def inition 2. We call k-tuple Ar'....A6 of convex bodies

i,nd,epend"ent if the defect of any nonempty subset J c {1, , 'k} is

nonnegative.

Theorem (David Bernstein, 1975). The algebraicvariety

X c (C-)" clefined by a generic system (1) is nonempty if and only

if the k-tuple of l\ewton polyhedra Ar, . . ' , Aa is independent (in

the sense of Definition 2).

According to the Newton polyhedra theory all naturrtl, dzscrete
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inuariants of the uartetg X defi,ned bg a generi'c system' (1) depend

on,Lu on Ar,..., A6 (and are independent of a choice of supports

Ar,...,,46 whose convex hulls are Ar,...,A6 and of a choice of

generic k-tuple of Laurent polynomials with these supports).

We compute the number of irreducible components of the alge-

braic variety X defined by a generic system (1). Our results (see

theorem 1-3) generalize the famous Bernstein-Kouchnirenko theo-

rem (see its statement below). This amazing theorem inspired much

activity that eventually lead to the creation of the Newton polyhedra

theory, of a birationally invariant version of the intersection theory

for divisors 13] and of the theory of Newton-Okounkov bodies [4,5].

Let I be a real m-dimensional linear space containing a fixed

discrete additive subgroup L c L of rank m. One can defined the

unique translation invariant r'ntegral uolume on -L normalized by the

following condition: a rn-dimensional parallepiped based on vectots

€t, . . . , e.,n € l\ has the integral volume one if and only if vectors

€t, . . . ., e- form a basis in A.

The spaceF( of characters of the torus (C-)" is equipped with

lhe lattice Z of characters, so the integral volume on lR' is well de-

fined. Newton polyhedra of Laurent polynomials on the torus (C-)"

belong to the space 1R' of characters, so one can talk about the

integral volume of Newton polyhedra.

Theorem (Bernstein-Koushnerenko, 1975)' For k -'n
the variety X defi.ned b.y a generic svstem (1) is a finite set contain-

ing nlV(L1,. ,A,) points whete V(., , ) i" the mixed volume

associated with the integral volume on lR'

The David Bernstein theorem follows from the Bernstein-Kouslini-

renko theorem and from a Minkowsky theorem state below (its proof

can be found in l7]).
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Theorem (Minkowsky). A given n-tuple of convex bodies

jn lR' lras the nixed volume equal to zero if and only if the n-tuple

of convex bodies is dependent.

Il k - n then the variety X ts zero dimensional and number of

its irreducible components is equal to the number of points in X.

Let us drop the assumption that k - n. One can assume that the

k-tuple of Newton polyhedra Ar,.. . , A6 is independent: otherwise

according to the David Bernstein theorem the variety X defined by

a generic system (1) is empty.

Theorem 1 ([7]). lf for the k-tuple of l{ewton polyhedra

Ar,. .., Aa the clefect d,(J) of each nonempty subset J c {7'... , k}

is positrve then the algebtaic variety X defined by a generic systelri

(1) is irreducible.

The theorem 1 generalizes the following previousiy know result'

Theorem 1' (lZl). lf all l{ewton polyhedra Ar, " ,46 have

rl.imensjon n ancl k < n then the algebtaic variety X js irreducible'

Our proof of the theorem 1 (see [7]) is based on toric technique,

including toric resolution of singularities of toric varieties and com-

putations of cohomologies of invariant linear bundles on toric vari-

eties. very similar arguments allow to compute the arithmetic genus

of X. For zero dimensional varieties X it implies the Bernstein-

Koushnirenko theorem (see [1,2]).

Let J : {ir,...,io} c {1, ...,k} be a biggest with respect to in-

clusion subset among all nonempty subsets with zero defect. Denote

by A-, ihe polyhedron A7 : D"et Ai. Let 17 C lR" be the linear

space parallel to the smallest affine subspace containing the polv-

hedron Ay. Consider the p-tuple A,', , Aio of Newton polyhedra

(where {it, ,ir} : J) Polyhedra Al, forij € J can be shifted

by parallei translation into the space -LT Thus the mixed volume
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7(Ar,,,...,A1n) with respect to the integral volume on 'L7 is well

defined.

T he or em 2 ([Z])' ln the above notations the number bs(X)

of the jrreclucible components of X is equa) to ytlV(L^i,, "' , A,o)'

The theorem 2 could be easily recluced to the theorem 1 (see [7])'

C o r ollary. The variety X is itreducible only inthe fdlowing

cases: 7) the k-tupte Ar , . . . , A6 of l{ewto n poJyhedta is independent

(see theorem 1); 2) the numbet ptV(Lr,,. ., A,o) $ee theorem 2) is

equal to one.

Remark 1. Because of the corollary 1 the following question is

important for us: is it possible to classify geometrically all p-tuples

of integral polyhedra in p-dimensional space whose integral mixed

volume multiplied by p! is equal to one? The answer on this question

is positive. Such classification is described in [6]'

with the rational p-dimensional space -L7 C ]R" one can associate

the subtorus T- of climension m - n - P in the torus (C-)', defined

by the following condition: g e T^ if and only if X(q) - 1 for

each character l whose power belongs to the lattice Z)L1' The

embedding r : T* -+ (C-)' induces t he linear map n* : lR" -+

R- from the space lR'of characters on (C-)" to the space R- of

characters on T^ . With each polyhedron with integral vertices A c

Rr one can associate the polyhedron with integral vertices r-(A) c

lR-.

Theorem 3 (t7l). 1, theassumptionsof thetheorem2each

ilreducible component of the variety X is isomorphic to a vari-

ety Y c T* defined bv a svstem Qrr : "' : Qn,^ - 0 where

{qr,... ,q-}: {1,. , k}\-r and Qn,,...,Qn,- is a genericm-tupleof

Laurent polynomialswjth l{ewton polyhedrat* (An')' "' ^- 
(An-)'

Our proof of the theorem 3 is based on a simple explicit con-
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struction (see 17]).

R.emark 2. The theorem 2 computes the number bs(X) of irre-

ducible components of X and the theorem 3 allows to compute all

natural discrete invariants of each component of X (each such invari-

ant takes the same value at all components of X). Indeed, according

to the Newton polyhedra theory all natural discrete invariants of Y

can be computed in terms of Newton polyhedra t- (An, ), ' , t. (An- )
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INTEGRABILITY PROPERTIES OF NLS TYPE

EQUATIONS VIA DARBOUX TRAI,{SFORMATIONS,

AND RELATED YANG-BAXTER MAPS

S. Konstantinou-Rizos (Chechen State Uni'uersi'ty, G'rozn11)

Darboux transformations constitute a very important tool in the

theory of integrable systems. They map trivia'l solutions of inte-

grable partial difierential equations to non-trivial ones and thev link

,1,)r


